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Thickness, and a categoric view of type-space functors
by

Itay Ben-Yaacov (Cambridge, MA)
Abstract. We define the class of thick cats (compact abstract theories, which contains in particular semi-Hausdorff, Hausdorff and first order cats), and prove that in this
class simplicity behaves as in first order theories. We consider well-known first order notions, such as interpretability or stable dividing/reduct, and propose analogous notions
that can be naturally expressed in terms of maps between type-space functors. We prove
several desirable properties of the new notions and show the connection between them
and their classical counterparts. We conclude with several scattered results concerning
cats and simplicity.

Introduction. In [Ben03] we defined cats (or compact abstract theories), which may be viewed as a model-theoretic framework with compactness but without negation. It is more general than the first order framework,
and can accommodate, for example, various kinds of analytic structures that
do not admit a first order description. In fact, we showed the equivalence of
several quite different approaches to the definition of cats, each having its
own merits.
The first and most concrete presentation of a cat is via a particular kind
of universal domains which are homogeneous and compact in a language
without negation. Types, dividing, etc., are defined more or less as usual
inside a universal domain. In [Benb] we showed how simplicity can be developed in this context from the assumption that non-dividing has the local
character, even though this does not imply that non-dividing extensions
always exist.
In the first section of the present paper we introduce the class of thick
cats, i.e., cats where indiscernibility is type-definable. We show that the
thickness assumption is very mild, and that with this assumption many
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properties of first order simplicity which do not necessarily hold in a general
simple cat, do hold in a simple thick cat:
(i) If p ∈ S(A) and B ⊇ A then p has non-dividing extensions to B.
| A B}
(ii) Moreover, with the same assumptions, the set {a : a  p ∧ a ^
is type-definable (we would say that complete types have definable independence).
(iii) The theory of definable groups (which corresponds to the theory of
hyperdefinable groups in first order theories) can be developed as well. We
content ourselves with showing that generic types exist.
(iv) As a side remark, even though the results in [Ben02] (and in its
sequels, [BTW, BW]) are stated for first order theories, a closer inspection
would reveal that one only uses the existence of non-dividing extensions,
definable independence for complete types and the fact that indiscernibility
is type-definable. In other words, the theorems contained therein are about
simple thick cats.
The second section uses the fact that a cat is essentially characterised
by its type-spaces, or more precisely by its type-space functor. This section
stems from the intuitive feeling that relations between two theories are most
elegantly viewed, and in fact should be viewed, as mappings between their
type-spaces. We consider two such relations, namely that of interpretation
of one theory in another and that of a stable reduct of a simple theory, and
try to present them in this manner. We obtain the notions of description
and stable representations, respectively, which are more general than the
original ones, and allow us to strengthen some known results. For example:
(i) A simple thick cat is unstable if and only if it describes the random
graph.
(ii) If a simple theory has a stable representation then it has stable
dividing, and all known simple theories have stable representations.
In [BPV, Bena] we define the theory T P of lovely pairs of models of a
simple first order theory, or more generally of a thick cat T . We show in
particular that T P admits a natural description in T which also preserves
independence. It follows quite easily that if T admits a stable representation
then so does T P . Such a preservation result is not at all clear for, say, stable
dividing.
The third section is a collection of various results, mostly independent
of each other and of the first two sections, which the reader is invited to
browse at her or his ease.
Let us give a few reminders concerning cats.
Definition 0.1. Let L be a first order language, and fix a positive fragment of L, i.e., a subset ∆ ⊆ L which is closed under positive boolean
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combinations (actually, L is completely unimportant, all we want is ∆). A
formula, unless otherwise qualified, is always a member of ∆, and similarly
for partial types.
A universal domain (with respect to ∆) is a structure U satisfying:
(i) Strong homogeneity: If A, B ⊆ U are small and f : A → B is a
∆-homomorphism (i.e., for any ϕ ∈ ∆ and a ∈ A, U  ϕ(a) ⇒ U 
ϕ(f (a))), then f extends to an automorphism of U (so in particular, f is a
∆-isomorphism of A and B).
(ii) Compactness: Every small partial ∆-type over U which is finitely
realised in U is realised in U .
Although this is not required by the definition, we will also assume that
every existential formula, i.e., formula of the form ∃y ϕ(x, y) where ϕ ∈ ∆, is
equivalent in U to a partial ∆-type. (If not, we can always close ∆ under existential quantification without harming either compactness or homogeneity;
this is just usually unnecessary.)
Saturated and strongly homogeneous models of first order theories are
one example of universal domain (with ∆ = L). Another easy example which
we will refer to later on is that of Hilbert spaces:
Fact 0.2. Let H be the unit ball of a very
P large Hilbert space. Let ∆
be the set of all formulas of the form s ≤ k i<n λi xi k ≤ r (closed under
positive boolean combinations). Then H is a universal domain with respect
to ∆.
The negative universal theory of a universal domain
ThΠ (U ) = {∀x ¬ϕ : ϕ(x) ∈ ∆, U  ∀x ¬ϕ(x)}

has the property that the category of subsets of its e.c. models has the amalgamation property (there is a little twist here, since the notion of e.c. models
is defined with respect to ∆-homomorphisms). A negative universal theory
having this property is called a positive Robinson theory. Conversely, if T is
a positive Robinson theory, and in addition is complete (i.e., the category
of its e.c. models has the joint embedding property), then T = ThΠ (U ) for
some universal domain U . Thus the giving of a universal domain is essentially the same as the giving of a positive Robinson theory. Henceforth, a
theory means a positive Robinson theory, unless explicitly stated otherwise.
To a universal domain U , or to a theory T , we associate type-spaces:
for every set of indices I we define SI (T ) as the set of all maximal types in
α variables which are consistent with T . If U is a universal domain for T
then this is the same as U I/Aut(U ), by homogeneity. We put a compact and
T1 topology on SI (T ) by taking the closed sets to be those defined by partial
types. If Sn (T ) is Hausdorff for every n < ω then SI (T ) is Hausdorff for every
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set I, and we say that T is Hausdorff. One consequence of being Hausdorff
is that the property of two tuples to have the same type is a type-definable
property. If only the latter holds, we say that T is semi-Hausdorff.
1. Thick cats. We adapt the notion of a thick formula, originally defined by Ziegler, to the context of cats. We then define a thick cat as one
which has enough thick formulas to define indiscernibility by a partial type,
and prove that simplicity theory for thick cats is a rather complete generalisation of the first order case, and does not suffer from the many deficiencies
of simplicity theory for arbitrary cats.
The class of thick cats is a very large one: it contains all semi-Hausdorff
cats, and therefore all Hausdorff and first order cats, which means almost all
known examples. On the other hand, we show in [Benb, Example 4.3] that
ultrametric spaces with distances in ω form a stable cat where not all types
have non-dividing extensions; it follows from what we show below that this
cat cannot be thick.
In order to be able to take advantage of thickness, we introduce the total
D-rank, which calculates at once all local D-ranks. This rank is witnessed
by a tree, or by a sequence of dividing formulas, which are not well-founded
(the order type of the sequence or of the levels of the tree is an inverse
ordinal). This may seem unnatural at first, and poses technical problems
when one wants to use proof by induction (essentially for Proposition 1.12).
Instead, we use induction for the finite case, where an inverse ordinal is also
well-ordered, and then use compactness and thickness to extend the result to
the infinite case. We conclude that the local character of dividing gives the
same theory of independence as in the first order case (plugging in results
from [Benb], or just following the development in [Pil00]).
Thickness is also used in order to show that the set of complete types
over a set A that have a given (or higher) D-rank is closed: in the first
order case we would just take the negations of all formulas that would make
the D-rank too low, but this cannot be done in a cat. This application of
thickness is essential for the proof that every definable group has generic
elements, as we show by a counterexample.
1.1. Thickness. Thick formulas were defined by Ziegler in the context
of first order theories; for example, see [CLPZ01, Definition 1.10]. However,
this definition is not suitable in the context of cats, so we use one of the
equivalent conditions of [CLPZ01, Fact 1.11] instead. Thin formulas are
defined accordingly.
Definition 1.1. Let ϕ(x, y) be a formula where x and y are of the same
sort (that is, tuples of variables of the same length and sorts).
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(i) ϕ(x, y) is thin if for no indiscernible sequence (ai : i < ω) do we have
ϕ(a0 , a1 ).
(ii) ϕ(x, y) is thick if ϕ(a0 , a1 ) holds for every such indiscernible sequence.
This should be obvious:
Fact 1.2. (i) ϕ(x, y) is thin if and only if there is n < ω such that there
is no sequence (ai : i < n) with ϕ(ai , aj ) for every i < j < n. If n is the
minimal such, we say that ϕ is n-thin.
(ii) ϕ(x, y) is thick if and only if all its negations are thin.
We see that if ϕ has a thick negation, then it is thin. The converse of
this observation would be that if ϕ is thin then it has a thick negation. This
would mean, in a sense, that T “has enough thick formulas”:
Definition 1.3. A cat T is thick if every thin formula has a thick negation.
Definition 1.4. Let a and b be two tuples of the same length (finite or
infinite), and A a set. Then dA (a, b) is the minimal n < ω such that there
are a = a0 , . . . , an = b and ai , ai+1 can be continued to an A-indiscernible
sequence for all i < n. If no such n exists then dA (a, b) = ∞. We write d
instead of d∅ .
Proposition 1.5. The following are equivalent:
(i) T is thick.
(ii) Every 3-thin formula has a thick negation.
(iii) The property that an infinite sequence is indiscernible is typedefinable.
(iv) The property d(x, y) ≤ 1 is type-definable.
(v) The property dA (x, y) ≤ 1 is type-definable for every set A.
Proof. (i)⇒(ii). Clear.
(ii)⇒(iii). For two tuples of variables of the same sort x and y, define
π(x, y) as the set of all thick formulas in x and y (it varies, of course, with
the sort of x and y, but since the sort is always clear from the context we
just write π).
If a and b lie on some indiscernible sequence, then necessarily π(a, b),
since π only contains thick formulas. On the other hand, if a 6≡ b, then
there are contradictory formulas ϕ(x) and ψ(x) such that  ϕ(a) ∧ ψ(b); the
formula χ(x, y) = ϕ(x) ∧ ψ(y) is then 3-thin, so by assumption π contradicts
it. This shows that
d(a, b) ≤ 1 ⇒  π(a, b) ⇒ a ≡ b.
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Given a sequence of (tuples of) variables (xi : i < ω), we define
^
Θind (x) =
π(xi0 . . . xin−1 , xj0 . . . xjn−1 ).
n<ω; i0 <...<in−1 <j0 <...<jn−1

One verifies that Θind defines the property of being an indiscernible sequence.
(iii)⇒(iv). d(x, y) ≤ 1 is defined by ∃z<ω Θind (x, y, z<ω ), where Θind
defines the property of being an indiscernible sequence (existential quantification of a partial type is equivalent to a partial type, by compactness).
(iv)⇒(i). The partial type defining d(x, y) ≤ 1 can only contain thick
formulas, and in fact it is equivalent to the set of all thick formulas. If ϕ(x, y)
is thin then it contradicts d(x, y) ≤ 1, and therefore it contradicts some thick
formula.
(iv)⇔(v). dA (x, y) ≤ 1 is just d(xA, yA) ≤ 1. 1.5
We recall that a cat is said to be Hausdorff if its type-spaces are, and
it is semi-Hausdorff if equality of types is type-definable. Then Hausdorff
implies semi-Hausdorff, and semi-Hausdorff implies thick.

1.2. Simplicity. We aim to show that in a thick cat, simplicity behaves
much like in the first order case: the local character of ordinary dividing
implies the extension axiom.
Convention 1.6. We work in a thick cat T .
The reason that extension does not follow in cats from the local character
by classical arguments is that a type over A does not have aWnon-dividing
extension to B if and only if it implies an infinite disjunction i<λ ϕi (x, bi )
where each ϕi (x, bi ) is a formula over B which divides over A, and we do
not know whether this can be reduced to a finite disjunction. Therefore, we
need a rank that can handle infinitely many formulas at a time.
We define a rank which calculates in one blow all local D-ranks, and a
bit more. Recall first that if ϕ(x, y) and V
ψ(y<k ) are formulas, then ψ is a
k-inconsistency witness for ϕ if ψ(y<k ) ∧ i<k ϕ(x, yi ) is contradictory; and
in this case, ϕ(x, b) divides over c with respect to ψ if there is a c-indiscernible
sequence (bi : i < ω) such that b0 = b and  ψ(b0 , . . . , bk−1 ).
Notation 1.7. Let us fix a sort by naming a variable x in that sort.
Ξ(x) is the set of all pairs (ϕ, ψ), where ϕ(x, y) is any formula (x is fixed,
but y may vary) and ψ(y<k ) is a k-inconsistency witness for ϕ, for some
k < ω.
Ξ(x)∗ is the class of all sequences of ordinal length in Ξ(x), and if ξ ∈
Ξ(x)α we also write it as ξ<α = (ξi : i < α) = ((ϕi , ψi ) : i < α), where each
ψi is a ki -inconsistency witness for ϕi (x, yi ).
If ξ, ζ ∈ Ξ(x)∗ then ξ ≤ ζ if ξ is an initial segment of ζ.
Ordinarily x is clear from the context, so we just write Ξ.
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Definition 1.8. Let p(x) be a partial type, say over A. Its total D-rank ,
denoted D(p, Ξ), is a subclass of Ξ ∗ . For ξ<α ∈ Ξ α , we define whether
ξ<α ∈ D(p, Ξ) by induction on α:
• α = 0: ∅ ∈ D(p, Ξ) if p is consistent.
• α limit: ξ<α ∈ D(p, Ξ) if ξ<β ∈ D(p, Ξ) for every β < α.
• α = β + 1: Write ξβ = (ϕ, ψ). Then ξ<α ∈ D(p, Ξ) if there exists b such
that ϕ(x, b) divides over A with respect to ψ, and ξ<β ∈ D(p ∧ ϕ(x, b), Ξ).

Remark 1.9. If A ⊆ B and ϕ(x, b) divides over A with respect to ψ,
then there is b0 ≡A b such that ϕ(x, b0 ) divides over B with respect to ψ.
Thus the precise choice of the set of parameters A is not important.
We could have just as well defined D(−, Ω) for any Ω ⊆ Ξ. Then the
new rank is a natural extension of the old local ones, since D(p, {(ϕ, ψ)})
is essentially the same thing as the rank D(p, ϕ, ψ) (that is, D(p, ϕ, ψ, 1))
from [Benb].
Definition 1.10. Let A be some set, and ξ = ((ϕi , ψi ) : i < α) ∈ Ξ α .
We say that a satisfies div ξ,A if there exists a sequence (bi : i < α) such
that
V ϕi (x, bi ) divides over A ∪ b>i with respect to ψi for every i < ω and
 i ϕi (a, bi ).
Lemma 1.11. div ξ,A (x) is defined by a partial type over A.

Proof. First, for every pair (ϕ(x, y), ψ(y<k )) ∈ Ξ, there is a partial type
pϕ,ψ,A (y) over A such that  pϕ,ψ,A (b) if and only if ϕ(x, b) divides over A
with respect to ψ: all we have to say is that there exist (yj : j < ω) which are
A-indiscernible (this is where thickness comes into play) satisfying ψ(y<k ) ∧
y = y0 .
Now div ξ,A (x) can be expressed by saying that there exist (yi : i < α)
such that ϕi (x, yi ) ∧ pϕi ,ψi ,Ay>i (yi ) holds for each i < α. 1.11
The fundamental property of the D(−, Ξ) rank is the following:

Proposition 1.12. Let p(x) be a partial type over a set A and ξ ∈ Ξ α .
Then ξ ∈ D(p, Ξ) if and only if div ξ,A (x) ∧ p(x) is consistent.
Proof. Right to left is by induction on α: 0 and limit are trivial. For
α = β +1, let a realise div ξ,A (x)∧p(x), as witnessed by a sequence b<α . Then
b<β witness that divξ<β ,Abβ (a)∧p(a)∧ϕβ (a, bβ ), so ξ<β ∈ D(p∧ϕβ (x, bβ ), Ξ)
by the induction hypothesis. Since in addition ϕβ (x, bβ ) divides over A with
respect to ψβ , we get ξ<α ∈ D(p, Ξ).
Left to right: For α = 0 this is trivial. For α successor, the mirror image
of the argument above works. For α limit observe that D(p, Ξ) is closed for
subsequences and apply the type-definability of div ξ,A , the finite case, and
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compactness. (This last argument works in fact for every infinite α, not only
limit.) 1.12
Corollary 1.13. (i) Assume that p is over A and ξ ∈ D(p, Ξ). Then
there exists q ∈ S(A) extending p with ξ ∈ D(q, Ξ).
(ii) If p(x, Y ) is a partial type over B, then the set {A : ξ ∈ D(p(x, A), Ξ)}
is type-definable by a partial type in Y over B.
(iii) The property ξ ∈ D(x/Y, Ξ) is type-definable by a partial type
in x, Y .
(iv) ξ ∈ D(p, Ξ) if and only if every finite subsequence of ξ belongs to
D(p, Ξ).
Proof. (i) Let a realise p ∧ div ξ,A . Then ξ ∈ D(a/A, Ξ).
(ii) We can express this as: ∃x div ξ,Y B (x) ∧ p(x, Y ).
(iii) This is just div ξ,Y (x).
(iv) By compactness. 1.13
Remark 1.14. Note that in the definition of div ξ,A (x), each formula is
expected to divide over the tail of the sequence, and not over its head. Thus,
the property ξ<α ∈ D(p, Ξ) is equivalent to the existence of a corresponding
tree, the order type of whose levels is α∗ , that is, α with inverse order. In
particular, if α is infinite, the tree is not well-founded, and its definition is
rather cumbersome. This is why we skip the definition of the corresponding
tree, and use div ξ,A instead. Thickness is used to get around the fact that
α∗ is not well-ordered.
Of course, the same is true for ordinary local D-rank, which is just a
special case of the total D-rank, but since ranks are then finite, we usually
consider the sequence (or tree) in the “wrong” direction without noticing.
We have all the tools necessary to prove:
Theorem 1.15. In a thick simple cat, every complete type has nondividing extensions to every set.
Proof. Let p ∈ S(A), and B ⊇ A. Since T is assumed to be simple,
+
D(p, Ξ) is a set: in fact, D(p, Ξ) ⊆ Ξ <|T | . Thus by Zorn’s lemma, there is
a maximal ξ ∈ D(p, Ξ). By Corollary 1.13 we can find q ∈ S(B) extending p,
with ξ ∈ D(q, Ξ). Assume that q divides over A, say q ` ϕ(x, b) and ϕ(x, b)
divides over A with respect to ψ. Then (ξ, (ϕ, ψ)) ∈ D(p, Ξ), contradicting
the maximality of ξ. 1.15
Here are a few useful observations. We assume that T is thick and simple.
Proposition 1.16. (i) Equality of Lascar strong types over A is typedefinable over A.
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(ii) Let p ⊆ q be complete types over A ⊆ B, respectively. Then q is a
non-dividing extension of p if and only if D(p, Ξ) = D(q, Ξ) if and only if
D(q, Ξ) contains a maximal element of D(p, Ξ).
| A y is type-definable in
(iii) Let p ∈ S(A). Then the property p(x) ∧ x ^
x, y.
In the terminology of [Ben02], we would say that complete types have
definable independence.
Proof. (i) Using the independence theorem, a ≡Ls
A b ⇔ dA (a, b) ≤ 2, and
the latter is type-definable by thickness.
(ii) We have already seen in the proof of Theorem 1.15 that if q contains
a maximal element of p then it cannot divide over A. Conversely, if q does
not divide over A and ξ<α ∈ D(p, Ξ), then we prove that ξ<α ∈ D(q, Ξ) by
induction on α, as is done for local D-ranks in [KP97].
(iii) Let ξ ∈ D(p, Ξ) be maximal. Then div ξ,Ay (x) ∧ p(x) defines the
required property. 1.16
1.3. Groups. Let hG, ·i be a group definable over ∅ in a thick simple cat.
Define the G-stratified total rank:
Definition 1.17. Let p(x) be a partial type over A, p(x) ` x ∈ G. Let
ξ ∈ Ξ α . For α = 0 or limit we define ξ ∈ DG (p, Ξ) as for D(−, Ξ). If α =
β + 1, write ξβ = (ϕ, ψ). Then ξ<α ∈ DG (p, Ξ) if there are b and g ∈ G such
that ϕ(x, b) divides over A with respect to ψ and ξ<β ∈ DG (p∧ϕ(g ·x, b), Ξ).
And similarly:

Definition 1.18. Let A be some set, and ξ = ((ϕi , ψi ) : i < α) ∈ Ξ α .
We say that h satisfies divG
if there exists a sequence (bi , gi : i < α) such
ξ,A
that ϕV
(x,
b
)
divides
over
A
∪
b>i ∪ g>i with respect to ψi for every i < ω
i
i
and  i ϕi (gi · h, bi ).
Adapting proofs from [Pil98] or [Wag01] we obtain:
+

Fact 1.19. (i) DG (−, Ξ) ⊆ Ξ <|T | .
(ii) ξ ∈ DG (g/A, Ξ) ⇔ g  divG
.
ξ,A
(iii) DG (−, Ξ) is translation-invariant: DG (p(x), Ξ) = DG (p(g · x), Ξ).
(iv) DG (−, Ξ) witnesses dividing: if p ⊆ q are complete types of elements
of G, then q is a non-dividing extension of p if and only if DG (p, Ξ) =
DG (q, Ξ) if and only if DG (q, Ξ) contains a maximal element of DG (p, Ξ).
Fix a set of parameters A. Let ξ ∈ DG (G, Ξ) be maximal, and let g 
| A g, then
divG
. If h ∈ G, h ^
ξ,A
ξ ∈ DG (g/A, Ξ) = DG (g/Ah, Ξ) = DG (h · g/Ah, Ξ)
⊆ DG (h · g, Ξ) ⊆ DG (G, Ξ).
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Since ξ is maximal in DG (G, Ξ) it is maximal in DG (h · g, Ξ), whereby
| h · g. In other words, g is right-generic.
Ah ^
| A g and
Now let ζ ∈ DG (G, Ξ). Then we can find h ∈ G such that h ^
|
ζ ∈ DG (h/A, Ξ), whereby h ^A h · g and
ζ ∈ DG (h/A, Ξ) = DG (h/Ah · g, Ξ) = DG ((h · g)−1 · h/Ah · g, Ξ)
⊆ DG (g −1 /A, Ξ).

In other words, DG (g −1 /A, Ξ) = DG (G, Ξ), so g −1 is right-generic as well,
and we conclude that g is generic (that is, both right- and left-generic) and
DG (g/A, Ξ) = DG (G, Ξ).
We conclude:
Fact 1.20. G contains generic elements over every set. For a set A and
g ∈ G, the following are equivalent:
(i) g is generic over A.
(ii) DG (g/A, Ξ) = DG (G, Ξ).
(iii) DG (g/A, Ξ) contains a maximal element of DG (G, Ξ).

So the generic elements of G form a non-empty type-definable set.
Remark 1.21. We could have also taken a path closer to [Pil98], proving
that an element of G whose sequence of DG (−, ϕi , ψi )-ranks is maximal in
some lexicographic order is generic.
We can show that for the existence of generics, the thickness assumption
is not redundant. This example will be referred to as the White Queen’s
Paradox:
First, it was shown in [Ben03, Example 2.39, Remark 2.42] that there
is a language for the category H of Hilbert spaces in which they are semiHausdorff, so in particular thick.
Alternatively, we gave in [Ben03, Example 2.39] a language for the category B of Banach spaces where addition, as well as multiplication by any
scalar, are definable. If we took H with the same language the same proof
would go through, whence the existence of a language for Hilbert spaces
where addition is definable.
However, these two languages are incompatible:
Proposition 1.22. There is no language for H such that:
(i) Compactness holds.
(ii) Thickness holds.
(iii) Addition is type-definable.
Proof 1. Just adapt the proof of [Ben03, Remark 2.41].

1.22

Proof 2. We know that H is stable, and that independence coincides
with orthogonality. Therefore, if such a language existed, then there would
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be generic elements for the additive groups. However, it is well known that
| b and both a, b 6= 0 then necessarily a 6 | a + b. 1.22
these do not exist: if a ^
^

It would seem that the right approach in this case is to opt for thickness,
and let go of the definable group. This opinion is strengthened by other
phenomena concerning independence in H , and in particular its triviality
(two sets are independent if any two singletons are), which do not coincide
with what we would expect to see in the presence of a group.
The reader who still finds it impossible to accept that a definable group
that seems to be there is not, may wish to take the White Queen’s advice
from [Car82, Chapter V].
2. Categories of type-space functors. Let us recall from [Ben03]
the definition of a type-space functor of a theory T . First, to every set I (of
which we think as a set of indices) it associates the topological space SI (T ).
Then, to every mapping between sets f : I → J, it associates the closed
mapping f ∗ : SJ (T ) → SI (T ), defined as tp(aj : j ∈ J) 7→ tp(af (i) : i ∈ I).
This defines a contravariant functor S(T ) : S op → T , where S is the category
of sets and T that of compact T1 topological spaces with closed mappings
as morphisms. We call S(T ) the type-space functor of T .
We characterised in [Ben03, Definition 2.18 and Theorem 2.23] when an
arbitrary functor S : S op → T is a type-space functor , i.e., isomorphic to
S(T ) for some T , by direct properties of S. Such an abstract type-space
functor contains all the semantics of a theory while forgetting such unimportant information as its syntax. In particular, if S ∼
= S(T ), then one can
reconstruct T from S (up to Morleyisation). This renders type-space functors mathematical objects with equal status to that of positive Robinson
theories, rather than mere features thereof.
Once we have observed all this we find that although positive Robinson
theories seem to be anti-social creatures who live more or less on their own,
the idea to use continuous maps between type-space functors as a means to
express relations they may have is indeed very tempting.
The first such notion we consider is that of descriptions, the type-space
functor analogue of the classical notion of interpretation.
About plain continuous maps between type-space functors we do not
say much. However, if we restrict the theories under consideration to simple
ones, and the notion of morphism to those that preserve independence, we
obtain a more interesting notion. In particular, this gives a strong version
of the stable dividing conjecture for which we know no counterexample.
2.1. Descriptions. We want to describe one theory in terms of another.
When thinking in terms of type-space functors, a description should correspond to one type-space functor being “smaller” than the other. The general
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form of an object of a category being smaller than another is being a quotient
of a sub-object, and we need to adapt this to our context.
We define:
Definition 2.1. (i) Let X and X 0 be topological spaces, and g :
X 99K X 0 a partial map. We say that g is continuous if g −1 (F ) ⊆ X is
closed whenever F ⊆ X 0 is closed (equivalently: if dom(g) ⊆ X is closed,
and the total map g : dom(g) → X 0 is continuous in the induced topology).
(ii) Consider the following diagram, where g and h are partial maps and
f and f 0 are ordinary total maps:
g
X _ _ _/ X 0
f0

f





Y _ _h _/ Y 0
We say that the diagram commutes if whenever x ∈ dom(g) then f (x) ∈
dom(h) and h(f (x)) = f 0 (g(x)) (in short: x0 = g(x) ⇒ f 0 (x0 ) = h(f (x))).
(iii) Let S, S 0 be topological type-space functors. Then a partial continuous map d : S 99K S 0 is given by a partial continuous map dI : SI 99K SI0
for every I, such that for any I, J and map f : I → J the following diagram
commutes:
dJ
SJ _ _ _/ SJ0
f ∗ =S(f )

f ∗0 =S 0 (f )





SI _ d_ _/ SI0
I

Thus, one way that a type-space functor S 0 can be “smaller” than another S is for there to be a partial surjective continuous map d : S 99K S 0 .
Let us fix one such partial map and try to understand what it means.
First, dom(d) is a closed sub-functor of S, that is to say, dom(dI ) ⊆ SI
is a closed set for every set of indices I, and f ∗ (dom(dJ )) ⊆ dom(dI ) for
every map f : I → J; this is a consequence of the assumption that d and f ∗
commute. In other words, given a tuple in a model of S that realises a type
in dom(d) then every tuple obtained by changing the order, removing some
elements, or duplicating some elements, also satisfies a type in dom(d). Thus,
having a type in dom(d) is a property of a set, rather than of a tuple, and
it passes to subsets. Call such a set good (or d-good).
On the other hand, since dom(d) is closed, the property of an I-tuple
being an enumeration of a good set, possibly with repetitions, is definable
by a partial type which will be denoted by δI .
Lemma 2.2. A set is d-good if and only if all its finite subsets are.
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Proof. Let a<β enumerate a set. If it is good, we know that every subset
is as well. Conversely, assume that every finite subset is good, that is to say,
 δ|w| (a∈w ) for every finite w ⊆ β. Since an enumeration with repetitions of
a good set satisfies δ, we see that for every finite w ⊆ α there is a sequence
w
aw
<α  δα such that ai = ai for every i ∈ w. We conclude that a<α  δα . 2.2

The partial map d : S 99K S 0 gives us a semantic translation of typee = d−1 (R) ⊆ Sn
definable properties from S 0 to S: if R ⊆ Sn0 is closed, then R
n
is closed as well, by definition.
On the other hand, we also want to have a notion of syntactic translation
from S 0 to S, and in order to have this we need a language. So fix a basis of
closed sets for every Sn0 , and let L0 be the corresponding language, that is,
the language consisting of an n-ary predicate R(x<n ) for every basic closed
set R ⊆ Sn0 . Let ∆0 be the positive fragment generated by these predicates,
and let Σ 0 = Σ(∆0 ) be the closure of ∆0 for existential quantification. If
ϕ(x<n ) ∈ Σ 0 is an n-ary formula, we identify it with the closed set it defines in Sn0 , and let ϕ(x
e <n ) denote the partial type defining d−1
n (ϕ) ⊆ Sn .
On the other hand, we define ϕ(x
b <n ) as the partial type obtained from ϕ
e
syntactically by replacing each occurrence of a predicate R ∈ L0 with R
b = R).
e
(so in particular, for R ∈ L0 , R

Claim. Let ϕ(x<n ) ∈ ∆0 be an n-ary formula. Then ϕ
b ∧ δn is equivalent
to ϕ.
e

Proof. By induction on the syntactic structure of ϕ:
e
• ϕ = R is a predicate: by definition of R.
• ϕ ∧ ψ, ϕ ∨ ψ: (positive) boolean combinations commute with inverse
images.
• ϕ(x<n ) = ψ(xf (0) , . . . , xf (m−1) ), where ψ ∈ ∆0 is an m-ary formula,
and f : m → n is a map. In this case we say that ϕ is obtained from ψ by
change of variables through f , and we also write ϕ = f∗ (ψ) = f ∗ −1 (ψ). Then
−1 ∗ −1
d−1
(ψ)) = f ∗ −1 (d−1
n (ϕ) = dn (f
m (ψ)) ∧ δn
∗ −1 b
∗ −1 b
=f
(ψ ∧ δ m ) ∧ δ n = f
(ψ) ∧ f ∗ −1 (δm ) ∧ δn

b ∧ δn = f\
= f ∗ −1 (ψ)
b ∧ δn ,
∗ (ψ) ∧ δn = ϕ

∗ −1 (ψ)) = f ∗ −1 (d−1 (ψ))∧δ since d and f ∗ commute, f ∗ −1 (δ )
where d−1
n
m
n (f
m
b = f\
is implied by δn so it can be omitted, and f∗ (ψ)
(ψ)
is
a
purely
syntactic
∗
observation. 2.2

However, this is not sufficient: after all, existential quantification is also
an important semantic construct, so we are going to add another requirement
on d, that the above observation hold for every ϕ ∈ Σ 0 , that is, when ϕ is
obtained from a ∆0 -formula through existential quantification.
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One last twist is that, as with the classical notion of interpretation, we
wish singletons of S 0 to be described by tuples of S.
This discussion leads us to the following definition:
Definition 2.3. (i) Let α be an ordinal, and f : a → b a map between
sets. Then f ×α : a×α → b×α is defined as (x, i) 7→ (f (x), i). If S is a typespace functor, then S×α is the type-space functor defined by (S×α )a = Sa×α ,
and S×α (f ) = S(f × α).
(ii) Let S and S 0 be compact type-space functors, αd an ordinal, and
d : S×αd 99K S 0 a surjective continuous partial map. Let L0 be the language
corresponding to some basis of closed sets for the topology on S 0 , and let
∆0 , Σ 0 = Σ(∆0 ) and ϕ 7→ ϕ,
e ϕ 7→ ϕ
b be as above. If in addition, for every
n-ary formula ϕ ∈ Σ 0 , ϕ
e is equivalent to ϕ
b ∧ δn (in other words, if p ` δn
entails p ` ϕ
b ⇔ dn (p) ` ϕ), then the pair (d, αd ) is a description of S 0 in S,
written d : S 99K S 0 .
Remark 2.4. We leave it to the reader to verify that:

(i) The definition of a description does not depend on the particular
basis chosen for S 0 .
(ii) The composition of two descriptions is a description: we obtain the
description category of type-space functors.
Remark 2.5. Let d : S 99K S 0 be a description, so in particular x ∼
= y is
∼ is
(x
=
y).
Then
on
any
given
good
set,
the property in S defined by d−1
=
2
an equivalence relation and moreover a congruence relation for all properties
of the form ϕ
e (or ϕ).
b However, the union of two good sets is not necessarily
good, so we cannot simply work in a hyperimaginary sort modulo ∼
=.
Proposition 2.6. An interpretation of one (first order ) theory in another is a description.
Proof. Let T and T 0 be first order theories. An interpretation of T 0 in T
is given by:
• a formula X(x),
• a definable equivalence relation E(x, y) on the realisations of X,
• for each n-ary predicate P ∈ L0 (the language of T 0 ), an E-invariant
formula Pe (x<n ),

such that T 0 is precisely the theory of X/E, with each predicate P being
interpreted by Pe. Moreover, we may assume that the interpretation uses parameters from a set A, in which case we write XA (x), EA (x, y) and PeA (x<n ).
As we wish to work without parameters, we forget about A and only retain
q(Z) = tp(A).
V
Set δβ ((xi , Zi )i<β ) = q(Z0 ) ∧ i<β [Zi = Z0 ∧ XZ0 (xi )]. Assume that
M  δβ ((ai , Ai )i<β ), where M is a model of T . Then we may write Ai = A for
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all i, XA (M )/EA  T 0 , and we may define in this case dβ (tpM ((ai , A)i<β )) =
tpXA (M )/EA (ai /EA ) ∈ Sβ (T 0 ).
Write αd = |x| + |Z|. Then dom(dβ ) is defined in Sβ×αd (T ) by δβ , and
(d, αd ) : T 99K T 0 is a description. We leave the verification of the details to
the reader. 2.6
In the definition of a description, the only topological requirement was
that the map d : S 99K S 0 be continuous. But then S 0 has a maximal
topology in which d is continuous, and in this topology S 0 is a compact
type-space functor (one easily verifies that all spaces are T1 and compact,
and all maps are continuous and closed). This makes sense: the maximal
topology corresponds to the maximal language of S 0 that S can describe.
Definition 2.7. Let d : S 99K S 0 be a description.
(i) d is optimal if S 0 has the maximal topology in which d is continuous
e = d−1 (R) ⊆ Sn×α is).
(in other words, R ⊆ Sn0 is closed if and only if R
n
f
(ii) d is closed if every dn is, that is to say, dn (R) ⊆ Sn0 is closed whenever
R ⊆ dom(dn ) is.
Proposition 2.8. Let d : S 99K S 0 be a description.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
is S 0 .

If
If
If
If

d is closed , then it is optimal.
d is optimal , and S 0 is semi-Hausdorff , then d is closed.
S 0 is Hausdorff , then d is closed.
d is closed and S is Hausdorff , semi-Hausdorff or thick , then so

−1
Proof. (i) If R ⊆ Sn0 and d−1
n (R) is closed, then R = dn (dn (R)) is closed
as well.
(ii) We assume that S 0 is semi-Hausdorff and that f is optimal, and we
e = d−1
may assume as usual that αd = 1. Consider ≡
2n (≡) ⊆ S2n , where ≡
0
denotes equality of types; since S is semi-Hausdorff, ≡ is closed, and so is
e Thus, if R ⊆ Sn is closed, then so is R0 = {p ∈ Sn : ∃q ∈ R q ≡
e p}, as
≡.
e x. On the other hand,
it is defined by the property R0 (x) = ∃y R(y) ∧ y ≡
R0 = d−1
n (dn (R)), so by optimality dn (R) is closed.
(iii) A continuous map from a compact to a Hausdorff space is closed.
(iv) For semi-Hausdorff and thick this is easy: just take the image under
d of the closed set corresponding to x ≡ y or to d(x, y) ≤ 1, as may be the
case.
For Hausdorff, assume that pi ∈ Sn0 for i < 2 and p0 6= p1 . Since Sn
is Hausdorff and each of d−1
n (pi ) is closed, there are closed Ri ⊆ Sn such
that dn−1 (pi ) ∩ Ri = ∅ for i < 2 and R0 ∪ R1 = Sn . Thus pi ∈
/ dn (Ri ) and
Sn0 = dn (R0 ) ∪ dn (R1 ); since moreover each dn (Ri ) is closed, we obtain the
required separation. 2.8
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More interesting is the preservation of independence-related model-theoretic notions.
Lemma 2.9. Let d : S 99K S 0 be a description, and ∆0 a positive fragment for S 0 , and ϕ(x, y), ψ(x, y), χ(y<k ) ∈ ∆0 . If ϕ and ψ are contradictory
e y); and if χ is a k-inconsistency witness for ϕ,
then so are ϕ(x,
e y) and ψ(x,
then χ
e(y <k ) is a k-inconsistency witness for ϕ(x,
e y).

Proof. For ϕ and ψ being contradictory, this is clear. If χ(y
V <y ) is a kinconsistency witness for ϕ(x, y), consider Υ (y<k ) = ∃x χ(y<k )∧ i<k ϕ(x, yi )
V
e(y <k ) ∧ i<k ϕ(x,
and Υb(y<k ) = ∃x χ
e y i ). Since χ
e ` δk , by the definition of a
b
e
description Υ is equivalent to Υ . But as χ is a k-inconsistency witness for ϕ,
Υ is contradictory, whereby Υe is contradictory, and finally so is Υb; thus χ
e is
a k-inconsistency witness for ϕ.
e 2.9
Theorem 2.10. Let S 0 be described in S. If S is stable or simple, then
so is S 0 .

Proof. Assume that S 0 is not stable. Then there are contradictory formulas ϕ(x, y), ψ(x, y) such that R(x = x, ϕ, ψ, 2) = ∞ (see [Benb, Definition 2.1]). This is witnessed by a tree in a model of S 0 , and if we pull back
e 2) = ∞, and S is unstable.
its type to S we get a witness that R(x = x, ϕ,
e ψ,
0
Similarly, if S is non-simple, there is a formula ϕ and a k-inconsistency
witness ψ for ϕ such that D(x = x, ϕ, ψ) = ∞, and again by pulling back
e = ∞, and S is not
the type of a witnessing tree we see that D(x = x, ϕ,
e ψ)
simple either. 2.10

Remark 2.11. The assumption that we deal with a description, rather
than merely a surjective continuous partial map, was not used in the stable
case, as the inverse images of two disjoint sets are always disjoint. However, for the simple case, the assumption is not redundant. Consider, for
example, that the type-space functor of the triangle-free random graph is
a sub-functor of that of the ordinary random graph: the latter is simple,
whereas the former is not.
With the additional hypothesis of thickness, we can point out the precise
difference between stability and simplicity:

Proposition 2.12. Let T be a thick simple cat. Then it is unstable if
and only if it describes the random graph.
Proof. One direction is clear. For the other, assume that T is unstable.
Then we can find an element a, and a set A satisfying bdd(A) = dcl(A)
(see Proposition 3.9), so that every type over A is a Lascar strong type, and
yet tp(a/A) is non-stationary. Then we can find a0 , a1 ≡A a, and a finite
| A a0 a1 such that a0 6≡Ab a1 .
tuple b ^
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| A a0 b, and take p(x, Z) = tp(a0 b00 , A). By
Choose b00 ≡A b such that b00 ^
| A a0 bb00 such that p(a00 b, A)
the independence theorem, we may now find a00 ^
0
0
0
| A a1 b such that p(a1 b01 , A),
and a0 b0 ≡A a0 b. Similarly, we may find b1 ^
| A a1 bb01 such that p(a01 b, A) and a01 b01 ≡A a1 b. Write
and then a01 ^
r0 (x, y, Z) = tp(a0 b00 , a00 b, A) ∨ tp(a00 b, a0 b00 , A),
r1 (x, y, Z) = tp(a1 b01 , a01 b, A) ∨ tp(a01 b, a1 b01 , A).
Then ri (x, y, A) are symmetric relations, implying p(x, A), p(y, A) and
| A y, and r0 (x, y, Z) ∧ r1 (x, y, Z) is contradictory.
x^
For n < ω write
^
δn ((xi , Zi )i<n ) =
Zi = Z0 ∧ p(xi , Z0 )
^
i<β
∧
r0 (xi , xj , Z0 ) ∨ r1 (xi , xj , Z0 ) ∨ xi = xj
j<i

∧

i
^ h
_
| Z0 x∈w ∨
xi ^
xi = xj .

w⊆n

j∈w

| Z0 x∈w is type-definable since T is assumed to be thick
In particular, xi ^
and tp(x/Z0 ) is known.
The partial type δn says first that all the Zi are equal to some Z, and
then that the set {xi : i < n}, when considered without repetitions, is
Z-independent. Moreover if xi 6= xj then they satisfy either r0 or r1 , and
we know they cannot V
satisfy both. For a possibly infinite ordinal β, define δβ ((xi , Zi )i<β ) = n<ω,w∈[β]n δn ((x, Zi )i∈w ). Then again δβ says that
all the Zi are the same and equal to some Z, and by the finite character
of dividing the set {xi : i < β} is Z-independent when considered without repetitions. Let Tgr be the theory of the random graph. As a first order theory, Tgr eliminates quantifiers in the language {=, R}, so we can
consider it as a positive Robinson theory with a positive fragment ∆gr
generated by {=, R, 6R}, where x6Ry means x 6= y ∧ ¬R(x, y)). In particular, the type of a tuple of vertices is determined by its ∆gr -type: interpreting r0 as an edge and r1 as a non-edge we obtain a unique partial map d : S×αd (T ) 99K S(Tgr ) with dom(d) being defined by δ, αd =
e(x, Z, x0 , Z 0 ) =
e Z, x0 , Z 0 ) = [Z = Z 0 ∧ r0 (x, x0 , Z)], 6R
|x| + |Z|, and R(x,
e and
e 6R
[Z = Z 0 ∧ r1 (x, x0 , Z)] (∼
= is plain equality). In particular, since R,
equality are type-definable, d is continuous. That the maps dβ commute with
the restriction maps f ∗ (of S×αd (T ) and of S(Tgr )) is an easy exercise.
Assume that p((xi , Zi )i<n ) = tp((ci , Ai )i<n ) ` δn . Then all the Ai are
equal, so write them as A, and write p0 (x<n ) = dn (p). If ϕ(x<n+m , y<m )
∈ ∆gr and ψ(x<n ) = ∃xn≤i<m ϕ(x<n+m ) ∈ Σgr , we want to prove that
p ` ψb ⇔ p0 ` ψ. We may write ϕ as a disjunction of conjunctions of basic
predicates, and since disjunction commutes with existential quantification
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we may deal with each of the disjuncts separately, and assume that ϕ is a
conjunction of basic predicates.
For ⇐, we may assume that m = 1, since the general case would follow
by induction. If ϕ ` xi = xn for some i, just take cn = ci . Otherwise,
as all types over A are Lascar strong, and the set of distinct elements in
{ci : i < n} is A-independent, successive applications of the independence
theorem yield cn satisfying r0 (cn , ci , A) or r1 (cn , ci , A) for all i < n such that
ϕ  xi Rxn or ϕ  xi 6Rxn , respectively.
For ⇒, assume that p0 6 ` ψ, that is to say, p0 (x<n ) ∧ ϕ(x<n+m ) is contradictory. Since both p0 and ϕ (by assumption) can be written as conjunctions of basic predicates, p0 (x<n ) ∧ ϕ(x<n+m ) is also such a conjunction,
and its being contradictory means that there are i < j < m + n such that
xi = xj ∧xi Rxj , xi = xj ∧xi 6Rxj or xi Rxj ∧xi 6Rxj appear in this conjunction,
which would make p ∧ ϕ
b contradictory as well.
Finally, the argument for ⇐ also shows that d is surjective, and we
conclude that d : T 99K Tgr is a description. 2.12
A much more interesting example of a description is given in [Bena],
where we prove that if T is a thick simple cat and T P is the theory of
its lovely pairs, then T P has a closed description in T . For example, we
can use Proposition 2.8 to prove that such properties as being Hausdorff,
semi-Hausdorff, or thick pass to T P (the proofs actually appearing in [Bena]
are merely special cases of the argument given above). This also gives an
alternative proof of the simplicity of T P , using Theorem 2.10.
2.2. Stable representations. We saw above that the notion of a map between type-space functors can be a useful tool for the expression of relations
between two theories. Given a simple theory, we may consider it interesting
to describe not its language, but rather its notion of independence, in another simple theory, and with some luck maybe even in a stable one. Doing
so, we may allow some of the power of expression of the language to be lost
on the way: indeed, if we want to represent the notion of independence of
an unstable simple theory in a stable one, the definable sets that cause the
instability will have to go.
Put in more concrete terms, the map will know how to go the other way
round (always from the theory with more definable sets to the one with
less); it also has to be total and to preserve independence. If it is in addition
surjective, we obtain some sort of reduct; but we allow it now to be, in which
case the term representation may seem more adequate.
Definition 2.13. (i) Let S and S 0 be simple, and r : S → S 0 a continuous map of topological functors. Assume that for every triplet of
tuples of elements (A, B, C) from a model of S, and for every such triplet
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(A0 , B 0 , C 0 ) from S 0 such that tp(A0 , B 0 , C 0 ) = r(tp(A, B, C)), we have:
| C B ⇔ A0 ^
| C 0 B 0 . Then f preserves independence.
A^
(ii) A simple type-space functor S has a stable representation if there is
a stable S 0 and an independence preserving map r : S → S 0 .
Having a stable representation is a strong condition. In particular, it
implies stable dividing:
Recall that a partial type π(x, y) is stable if there is no indiscernible
sequence (ai bi : i < ω) such that  π(ai , bj ) ⇔ i ≤ j. This is equivalent to:
there is no formula ψ contradicting π such that R(x = x, π, ψ, 2) = ∞.
Proposition 2.14. If S is thick , simple, and has a stable representation
then it has stable dividing, meaning that if a ^
6 | c b divides over c there is a
stable partial type π(x, yz) such that  π(a, bc), and π(x, bc) divides over b.
If S has a stable representation in a first order theory (or even a Robinson
theory) then π can be taken to be a formula (that is to say, ¬π is also a
positive property).
Proof. Let r : S → S 0 be a stable representation. Assume that a ^
6| cb
0
0
0
0
0
in S, and write p(x, yz) = tp(a, b, c), p (x, yz) = r(p). If  p (a , b c ), then
a0 ^
6 | c0 b0 by assumption, so there is a formula ϕ(x, yz) ∈ p0 such that
ϕ(x, b0 c0 ) divides over c0 (all this happens in S 0 ). In S, take a Morley sequence (bi : i < ω) over c containing b, and let (b0i : i < ω) be a sequence in
S 0 such that a0 b0 c0 b 0  r(tp(abcb)). Then (b0i : i < ω) is a Morley sequence
over c0 containing b, so {ϕ(x, b0i c0 )} is inconsistent. Set ϕ
e = r−1 (ϕ). Then ϕ
e
is a stable partial type in S (it cannot order an indiscernible sequence, or
else ϕ would order one in S 0 ), and {ϕ(x,
e bi c)} is inconsistent. Then ϕ(x,
e bc)
is a stable witness to a ^
6 | c b.
If S 0 is totally disconnected, then ϕ defines a clopen set, whereby ϕ
e is
clopen as well. 1.14

Example 2.15. Let PSF be the theory of pseudo-finite fields, ACF the
theory of algebraically closed fields. Let r : S(PSF) → S(ACF) be defined
by sending each type to its quantifier-free part. Then r is surjective and
preserves independence. Thus PSF has a stable representation, although it
does not have a stable reduct in the classical sense.

Example 2.16. Similarly, let ACFA be the theory of algebraically closed
fields with a generic automorphism. Let ACF×ω be the theory of ω-tuples of
elements of ACF (defined by S(ACF×ω ) = S×ω (ACF)). ACF×ω has totally
disconnected type-spaces, but = is not clopen (that is, 6= is not a positive
relation). Then we have a natural map S(ACFA) → S×ω (ACF), which consists in sending the type of a tuple to the quantifier free type of its orbit.
This map preserves independence, and ACFA has a stable representation.
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Example 2.17. More generally, let T be a stable first order theory, and
let TA be the theory T with a generic automorphism constructed in [Pil00]; it
is proved there essentially that TA is a simple cat. In fact, one can show that
if T is a first order theory with the PAPA, and in particular if T is stable,
then TA is a Robinson theory in the sense of [Hru97] in a properly chosen
language. Similarly, let Tfix be the simple Robinson theory of the fixed set
in TA (i.e., the analogue of PSF). The same stable representations as above
exist for TA and Tfix (this is actually a restatement of the characterisation
of independence in TA ).
3. A few remarks. This section consists of a collection of useful remarks, concerning cats and simplicity. Throughout, T is an arbitrary cat.
3.1. On basic hyperimaginaries. The elimination of arbitrary hyperimaginaries in favour of small, or basic, hyperimaginaries was first suggested
(as far as we know) in [BPW01] for first order theories. The same holds in
cats, the sole difference being that the bound for the size is |T | rather than ω.
Definition 3.1. A hyperimaginary sort x/E is basic if |x| ≤ |T |. A hyperimaginary is basic if it is in a basic sort.
Lemma 3.2. Let E(x, y) be a definable equivalence relation. Then for
every ϕ(x, y) ∈ E there is an equivalence relation Eϕ such that ϕ ∈ Eϕ ⊆ E
and |Eϕ | ≤ |T |.

Proof. For every ψ ∈ E, we know that E(x, y) ∧ E(y, z) ` ψ(x, z). This
means that E(x, y) ∧ E(y, z) ∧ χ(x, y) is contradictory for every χ(x, y) contradicting ψ, and finitely many formulae from E suffice for this. If ψ is
written only with the variables actually appearing in it, it has at most |T |
negations. Therefore there is Eψ0 ⊆ E such that Eψ0 (x, y)∧Eψ0 (y, z) ` ψ(x, z)
and |Eψ0 | ≤ |T |. Define
Eϕ0 (x, y) = {ϕ(x, y)},

Eϕn+1 (x, y) = Eϕn (x, y) ∪ Eϕn (y, x) ∪
and Eϕ =

S

n<ω

Eϕn . Then Eϕ will do.

[

Eψ0 (x, y)

n
ψ∈Eϕ

3.2

Corollary 3.3. Every hyperimaginary is interdefinable with a set of
basic hyperimaginaries.
Proof. Let a/E be given, and let A = {a/Eϕ : ϕ ∈ E}. Then clearly
every a/Eϕ is definable over a/E. Conversely, if Eϕ (a, b) for every ϕ ∈ E,
then in particular ϕ(a, b) for every ϕ ∈ E and therefore E(a, b), which shows
that a/E is definable over A.
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Since for every ϕ ∈ E there are at most |T | variables actually appearing
in Eϕ (x, y), we may replace each a/Eϕ with an interdefinable basic hyperimaginary. 3.3
3.2. Boundedly closed models. We wish to show that models are boundedly closed. We have the semi-Hausdorff case, which turns out to be a mere
rephrasing of the first order results, and the general case, which requires us
to replace “e.c. model” by “|T |+ -compact model”.

Definition 3.4. A set A is boundedly closed if a ∈ bdd(A) ⇒ a ∈ dcl(A)
for every hyperimaginary a.

Fact 3.5. A set A is boundedly closed if and only if a ∈ bdd(A) ⇒ a ∈
dcl(A) for every basic hyperimaginary a.
V
We recall that ϕ(x, y) is thin if i<j<ω ϕ(xi , xj ) is inconsistent, and:

Fact 3.6. Let a, b be two tuples, and A a set. Then a, b, . . . begin an
A-indiscernible sequence if and only if p(x, y) = tp(a, b/A) contains no thin
formula (with parameters in A).
V Proof. Left to right is clear. For right to left, it suffices to observe that if
i<j<λ p(xi , xj ) is inconsistent (for any infinite λ) this is due to some thin
formula in p. 3.6

Lemma 3.7. Let M be a κ+ -compact model of T , A be a subset of M
and a be a tuple possibly outside M such that |a| + |A| + |T | ≤ κ. Then there
is c ∈ M such that dA (a, c) ≤ 1 (a, c, . . . begin an A-indiscernible sequence).
Proof. Let {ϕi (x, y) : i < κ} enumerate all the thin formulasSwith parameters in A, where x, y are in the sort of a. Recall that a set t ⊆ α∈Ord κα
is a tree if it is closed for initial segments, and we write σ < η to say that σ
is a proper initial segment of η. To such a tree associate the partial type
^
Φt (x∈t ) =
ϕη(|σ|) (xη , xσ ).
σ<η∈t

We claim that if t contains a branch of length κ+ , then Φt is inconsistent.
Indeed, if η is such a branch, then there is some i < κ such that η(α) = i
for infinitely many α < κ+ , which would make Φt inconsistent as ϕi is
+
thin. This means in particular that if Φt is consistent then t ⊆ κ<κ , and
by compactness and Zorn’s lemma the set {t : Φt is consistent} contains a
maximal element. Let t denote from now on such a maximal tree.
For
V η ∈ t, assume that we have (aσ : σ < η) ⊆ M Vsuch that
Φt ∧ σ<η xσ = aσ is consistent. Then Ψ (y) = ∃(xη : η ∈ t) Φt ∧ σ<η xσ =
aσ ∧ xη = y is consistent, and
V has at most κ parameters, so it is realised by
some aη ∈ M , and now Φt ∧ σ≤η xσ = aσ is consistent. Proceeding like this
we obtain (aη : η ∈ t) realising Φt in M .
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Define a sequence of ordinals iα < κ by induction on α < κ+ , such
that, writing ηα = (iβ : β < α), we have ηα ∈ t and ϕiα (a, aηα ) for every α.
Assuming that ηα is already constructed, we observe that necessarily ηα ∈ t:
if not, define t0 = t ∪ {ηα }, so realising xηα by a we obtain a contradiction to
the maximality of t. If there is i < κ such that  ϕi (a, aηα ) then we define
iα = i and continue the construction. If not, then we define c = aηα , and
the construction stops.
As the construction must stop at some point, we get c ∈ M such that
the pair a, c satisfies no thin formula over A, so dA (a, c) = 1. 3.7
Lemma 3.8. Let a/E be a hyperimaginary, and say that a/E ∈ bdd(A).
Then there is B ⊆ A with |B| ≤ |a| + |T | such that a/E ∈ bdd(B).
Proof. Write p(x) = tp(a/A).
V For every formula ϕ(x, y) which contradicts E(x, y), we know that i<j<ω p(xi ) ∧ ϕ(xi , xj ) is inconsistent since
V
a/E ∈ bdd(A), so there is a formula ψϕ (x, bϕ ) ∈ p such that i<j<ω ψϕ (xi , bϕ )
∧ϕ(xi , xj ) is inconsistent. Let B be the set of all such parameters bϕ , of which
there are at most |A| + |T |. Then a/E ∈ bdd(B). 3.8
Hence:
Proposition 3.9. Every |T |+ -compact model is boundedly closed.

Proof. Let M be |T |+ -compact. We need to show that if a/E ∈ bdd(M )
then a/E ∈ dcl(M ), and it would suffice to show this for the case where
a/E is a basic hyperimaginary. Since a/E is basic, |a| ≤ |T |, so there is
A ⊆ M with |A| ≤ |T | such that a/E ∈ bdd(A). Then by Lemma 3.7
there exists c ∈ M such that dA (a, c) ≤ 1. Thus dA (a/E, c/E) ≤ 1, and as
a/E ∈ bdd(A) we conclude that a/E = c/E ∈ dcl(M ). 3.9
Remark 3.10. The brute-force approach to the proof of Lemma 3.7
2
would have been to V
try to find
V a maximal colouring c : [α] → κ, where
α is an ordinal and i<α ∧ j<i ϕc({i,j}) (xi , xj ) is consistent. Then we see
that necessarily |α| ≤ 2κ : if not, then by Erdős–Rado we obtain an infinite
homogeneous subset I ⊆ α which gives a contradiction. With this bound,
we would need a 2κ -compact model.
Similarly, we could have tried to prove Proposition 3.9 by enumerating
all the A-conjugates of a/E and then realising them all in M ; again, we
would need 2|T | -compactness.
However, upon closer inspection, one sees that the proof of the Erdős–
Rado theorem does not consider the entire coloured graph, but rather a
sub-graph which is in fact a tree, for whose realisation κ+ -compactness (or
|T |+ -compactness in the particular case used for Proposition 3.9) suffices,
whence the refined result.
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Using the semi-Hausdorff hypothesis, we can get stronger results, while
only assuming that the model is e.c.:
Lemma 3.11. Assume that T is semi-Hausdorff. Then every type over
an e.c. model has non-splitting extension to any set.
Proof. Let M ∈ M, p ∈ S(M ), and A ⊇ M . Let q0 (x) = p(x) ∪
{a ≡x b : n < ω, a, b ∈ An , a ≡M b}. For any ϕ(x, m) ∈ p there is
c ∈ M such that ϕ(c, m), and a ≡M b implies in particular a ≡c b. Thus q0
is finitely consistent and therefore consistent. Any completion to a complete
type over A would be non-splitting, and we are done. 3.11
Remark 3.12. In a Hausdorff theory, we can also prove this using a
suitable notion of co-heir.
Proposition 3.13. In a semi-Hausdorff theory:
(i) Equality of Lascar strong type over A is the transitive closure of
having the same type over an e.c. model containing A.
(ii) Every e.c. model is boundedly closed.
Proof. (i) We prove as in [KP97]: The equivalence relation we described
is clearly bounded, so it is implied by equality of Lascar strong types. For
the converse, assume that M ∈ M and tp(a/M ) = tp(b/M ) = p, and let
N and q be as above. Let ci ∈ N realise q M abc<i . Then a, c0 , c1 , . . . and
Ls
b, c0 , c1 , . . . are both M -indiscernible sequences, so a ≡Ls
M c0 ≡M b.
(ii) Let M ∈ M and a ∈ bdd(M ). Then tp(a/M ) ` lstp(a/M ) ` tp(a/a),
whereby a ∈ dcl(M ). 3.13
Remark 3.14. In a Hausdorff theory, we can also prove that e.c. models
are boundedly closed directly, using a variant of the first order proof.
3.3. On full simplicity
Definition 3.15. A cat T is fully simple if it is simple and every complete type over a set of real elements is extensible (that is, has non-dividing
extensions to every set).
The problem with full simplicity is that it cannot be stated in terms of
finiteness of D-ranks, and does not follow from stability. Another problem
is that we do not know whether full simplicity implies that every type over
a hyperimaginary domain is extensible; here we give an approximation of
such a result, which should suffice for most practical purposes.
Proposition 3.16. Let T be simple, and let A be the class of all hyperimaginaries a such that every type over a is extensible. Then the following
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are equivalent:
(i) a ∈ A.
(ii) There is a real tuple b such that a ∈ dcl(b) and tp(b/a) is extensible.
(iii) There are b, c ∈ A such that a is interbounded with Cb(b/c).
(iv) There is a real tuple b such that a ∈ bdd(b) and tp(b/a) is extensible.

Moreover , if a is any tuple of hyperimaginaries having these properties, then
a has it as well.

Proof. (i)⇒(ii). Write a = bE , that is, the E-class of a real tuple b. Then
a ∈ dcl(b) and tp(b/a) is extensible.
(ii)⇒(iii). Since tp(b/a) is extensible, we can find c ≡a b such that
| a c, and then a is interbounded with Cb(b/c).
b^
(iii)⇒(iv). Since b ∈ A, we can find a real tuple b0 such that b ∈ dcl(b0 )
| Cb(b/c) c, so a is interbounded with Cb(b0 /c) as
| b c. Then b0 ^
and b0 ^
well. Let b 0 be a Morley sequence for b0 over c; then Cb(b0 /c) ∈ dcl(b 0 ),
and tp(b 0 / Cb(b0 /c)) is extensible. Therefore a ∈ bdd(b 0 ) and tp(b 0 /a) is
extensible.
(iv)⇒(i). Assume that a ∈ bdd(b) and tp(b/a) is extensible, and let c be
any tuple. Since T is fully simple, tp(c/b) is extensible, and so is tp(c/ab).
Since tp(b/a) is also extensible, tp(bc/a) is extensible, and in particular
tp(c/a) is.
For the moreover part, write a = (ai : i < α) such that for every i there
is a real tuple bi such that ai ∈ dcl(bi ) and tp(bi /ai ) is extensible. We may
| ai ab<i . Then tp(b/a) is extensible. 3.16
take them such that bi ^
So as far as the only hyperimaginaries we ever wish to construct are
canonical bases, we may assume that every type over a hyperimaginary is
extensible.
3.4. On the universal quantifier for hyperimaginary sorts
Definition 3.17. A cat T is open if for every n, m < ω, the projection
map Sn+m (T ) → Sn (T ) is open. In other words, the universal quantifier is
positive. A cat T is strongly open if for every map f : m → n (not necessarily
injective), the map f ∗ : Sn (T ) → Sm (T ) is open. This is equivalent to: T is
open and inequality is positive.
Proposition 3.18. Let T be an open cat, and T heq be obtained by
adding all basic hyperimaginary sorts. Then S(T heq ) is open.
Proof. We need to show that every map of the form Sx/E,y/F (T ) →
Sx/E (T ), where x/E and y/F are hyperimaginary sorts, is open. Consider
a formula ϕ(x, y) (of course, only finitely many variables actually appear
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in ϕ). Then by definition, ϕ(x/E, y/F ) = ∃zw E(z, x) ∧ F (w, y) ∧ ϕ(z, w).
We claim that ∀y/F ϕ(x/E, y/F ) is positive, that is, defines a closed set.
Indeed, consider the partial type π(x) = {∀y ∃zw χ(x, z) ∧ %(y, w) ∧
ϕ(z, w) : χ ∈ E, % ∈ F }. Each formula of the form ∀y ∃zw χ(x, z)∧%(y, w)∧
ϕ(z, w) has finitely many variables actually appearing in it, and by the
assumption of openness it is equivalent to a positive partial type. Therefore
π is a partial type, and one sees that it is equivalent to ∀y/F ϕ(x/E, y/F ):
one implication is clear, the other by compactness.
Since it suffices to verify the openness of a map on a basis, we conclude that the map Sx/E,y/F (T ) → Sx/E (T ) is open, whereby ∀ is a positive
quantifier, sending closed sets to closed sets. 3.18
We know that a first order theory is open (and in fact strongly open):
in fact, a Robinson theory is first order if and only if it is open. Thus in
particular, hyperimaginary sorts in a first order theory are open (but clearly
not strongly open).
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